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Recently, both DoD and NASA have demonstrated increased interest in the 
development of close proximity operations for space systems.  AFRL’s Advanced 
Sciences and Technology Research Institute for Astrodynamics (ASTRIA) has defined 
several key research topics relevant to military priorities, with one area of critical 
importance being the inspection and observation of low Earth orbit resident space objects 
(RSOs). This study investigates the feasibility of using a low-thrust cold-gas propulsion 
system to effectively and accurately facilitate resident space object inspection. 
Specifically, this study focuses on the Missouri S&T Satellite mission (M-SAT) as a 
means to demonstrate autonomous RSO inspection. This paper describes the mission 
requirements and outlines a mission plan for spacecraft separation, formation 
stabilization, and RSO circumnavigation over a 1.5 orbital period time frame. 
Autonomous guidance path design and comparisons of multiple feedback control systems 
are developed as a preliminary investigation in support of the M-SAT mission. The 
effects of data corruption with measurement and process noise on the mission success 
criteria are also investigated to determine the performance requirements of the onboard 
state sensors. The results presented provide a basis for simulating the M-SAT mission 
from separation to extended mission operations. Velocity change and fuel consumption 
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Satellite formation flight and, more specifically, resident space object inspection 
has become a topic of increasing interest in recent years. The ability to characterize the 
functionality, capabilities and health of ―uncooperative‖ and ―non-cooperative‖ 
spacecraft is a desired goal of both the military and scientific communities. Satellites 
known as ―inspector spacecraft‖ are desired that provide real-time information and 
imaging of on-orbit satellites or objects in order to meet these goals. Inspector spacecraft 
can be launched with an array of imaging and navigation devices used to inspect and 
analyze the size, shape, rotation rate, health, external equipment and possible damaged 
areas of a resident space object. Inspector spacecraft are required to perform these 
inspections by circumnavigation, relative fixed point imaging, and station keeping about 
a resident space object or target satellite.  
Spacecraft proximity operations are subdivided into two categories: cooperative 
and non-cooperative. Cooperative RSO inspection may involve missions which are 
primarily of a scientific or mutually beneficial nature. Goals of cooperative space object 
inspection include satellite servicing, rendezvous, refueling, EVA planning, and heat 
shield integrity verification. Examples of previous successful missions which involved 
cooperative spacecraft proximity operations are primarily found in manned spaceflight. 
The Gemini missions were the first to investigate satellite separation and recapture. The 
Apollo missions built on the success of cooperative non-autonomous proximity 
operations. More recently, human controlled docking of both the Soyuz capsule and 
Space Shuttle was accomplished at MIR and the International Space Station. Typically a 
computer controlled guidance program is operational and provides detailed range and 
range rate information to the pilot during such maneuvers. It is assumed that cooperative 
RSO position and velocity at any given time are known within some error bounds and 
that these position and velocity estimates are known at all times. For the current study, 
the RSO is not assumed to be cooperative.   
Non-cooperative and uncooperative RSO inspection occurs when the target 
spacecraft is not actively transmitting position or velocity data to the inspector spacecraft. 
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These scenarios may involve spacecraft that are in some way incapacitated or inoperative 
(non-cooperative) and those ―adversarial‖ RSOs that intentionally do not communicate 
with the inspector spacecraft (uncooperative). Non/uncooperative RSO inspection may 
also involve inspection of a spacecraft that is performing an on-orbit thrusting maneuver, 
requiring the inspector spacecraft to rapidly and autonomously alter the inspection path, 
inspection distance or other parameters to avoid collision. A non/uncooperative 
inspection may focus on the detailing of RSO function, capabilities, size, rotation rates, 
and health. Non/uncooperative inspection is usually assumed to involve visual navigation 
via imaging or a ranging sensor mounted on the inspection spacecraft. The added 
difficulty of navigating with imprecise measurement is of future interest and can be 
modeled by adding white process noise to the simulation model. This method of 
simulating deficient or imprecise measurement sensors is employed in this paper.   
The Missouri S&T Satellite mission focuses on demonstrating non/uncooperative 
RSO inspection using two spacecraft. The Missouri-Rolla Satellite (MR SAT) and 
Missouri-Rolla Second Satellite (MRS SAT) are used to improve the Technology 
Readiness Level of a proximity operations control package and specific hardware 
configuration in order to benefit future proximity operations missions. MR SAT will 
obtain relative distance and direction information from an optical camera located on 
board. The noisy data will then be processed and utilized to perform a circumnavigation 
of MRS SAT in order to obtain images from multiple perspectives. The goal of this study 
is to determine the circumnavigation path, control schemes, and maximum measurement 
noise allowable by the visual navigation system.  
The M-SAT mission may be affected by other error sources aside from 
measurement noise. Spacecraft attitude error is a significant contributor to extraneous 
velocity change. The orbit control algorithms employed on the M-SAT mission rely on 
accurate spacecraft attitude when commanding the thrusters to fire. Attitude control 
errors will cause the thrusters to fire in an unintended direction, resulting in nonoptimal 
acceleration that may need to be corrected with another maneuver. Similarly, alignment 
errors during thruster integration may also affect the velocity change similarly. The 
control algorithm assumes the thrusters to be in a specific location and pointing in a 
specific direction. A pointing direction or mounting error in the thrusters may cause 
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control accelerations to be inefficient or ineffective. Mitigating the effects of these error 
sources is beyond the scope of this paper; however, future work in these areas is 
important to assuring mission success. 
 
 
1.2. PREVIOUS CONTRIBUTIONS 
The history of spacecraft proximity operations can be subdivided into two 
categories, Manned Proximity Operations (MPO) and Autonomous Proximity Operations 
(APO). MPOs focus on missions or studies which involve route planning and guidance 
for spacecraft that are piloted or remotely controlled by an astronaut or human entity. In 
contrast, APOs focus on spacecraft which utilize self-contained algorithms to observe and 
estimate states and then use those states to compute and execute a control law.  
1.2.1. Manned Proximity Operations. The ability of spacecraft to perform 
proximity operations and rendezvous with other objects in space has been successfully 
accomplished since the mid-1960s. In late 1965 the first spacecraft proximity operations, 
specifically close rendezvous, were accomplished during Gemini 6 and Gemini 7 
missions. The Gemini spacecraft maneuvered into local space relative to each other and 
performed a series of imaging tasks, fly-arounds, and general inspections. Four other 
Gemini missions flew successfully and performed a series of close rendezvous missions 
and docking maneuvers. A series of EVAs occurred during the Gemini missions, 
however, crew transfer between the two spacecraft was not accomplished. The Gemini 
missions served as a gateway to the Apollo program. The Apollo program focused on 
crew transfer between a ―chaser‖ and a ―target‖ spacecraft. Visual cues and radar range 
finding were utilized by pilots to maneuver the Command Module (CM) around and 
close to the Lunar Excursion Module (LEM), eventually docking and transferring 
supplies and crew.  
More recently, Space Shuttle rendezvous with MIR and the International Space 
Station (ISS) has involved a combination of autonomous proximity operations and crew 
controlled approach. Autonomous guidance algorithms control the translation and 
rotational accelerations when the Space Shuttle is farther than 90 meters away. Within 90 
meters, pilots on-board utilize LIDAR, laser range finding, IMUs, and GPS systems to 
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inform their maneuver choices. Daero
[30]
 describes autonomous guidance control schemes 
for final approach and rendezvous for the Space Shuttle and other large spacecraft for 
proximity operations, specifically defining approach corridors and control comparisons. 
Daero’s work emphasizes the shift from manned to autonomously controlled proximity 
operations.  
1.2.2. Autonomous Proximity Operations. Since the late 1990s many 
militaristic and scientific interests have been invested in space to promote space 
observation missions. The Defense Technology Area Plan (2000)
[1]
 has called for the 
development of small satellites with the capability to ―conduct missions such as 
diagnostic inspection of malfunctioning satellites through autonomous guidance, 
rendezvous, and even docking techniques.‖ These proximity operations missions are 
currently being pursued by NASA, DARPA, and the Air Force’s ASTRIA program. 
Several missions have been launched to demonstrate small satellites with these 
capabilities. The DART (Demonstration for Autonomous Rendezvous Technology)
[2] 
was 
a NASA mission launched in April 2005. DART used a series of hydrazine and cold-gas 
thruster systems to perform an inspection of a Department of Defense (DoD) 
communications satellite. However, due to a miscalculation of fuel consumption rates 
and collision avoidance program errors, the DART spacecraft ultimately collided with the 
target spacecraft, leading to a shortened, and unsuccessful, mission. The DART mission 
emphasizes the need for both more fuel efficient inspector spacecraft and development of 
more robust proximity operations plans and inspection paths. More specifically, studies 
have increasingly focused on designing and manufacturing small satellites (less than 500 
kg) to perform these specific duties at low development, fuel, and time costs.  
 Clohessy and Wiltshire
[3]
 introduced a linearized solution to the relative motion of 
two spacecraft in close proximity to each other. During their research, several closed-
form solutions were found to exist that can provide an inspector spacecraft an invariant 
manifold which, in the absence of perturbations, requires no control force to maintain. 
 Past research efforts into formation flying and proximity operations between 
spacecraft has focused primarily on placing spacecraft on a periodic solution to the Hill-
Clohessy-Wiltshire equations. The most common method for assuring this periodic 
solution is an eccentricity-inclination vector separation between the resident space object 
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and the inspector spacecraft. D’Amico and Montenbruck[4] describe how impulsive 
maneuvers executed twice per orbital period can perform adequate station keeping along 
this invariant manifold.  
 Alfriend and Schaub
[5]
 expand on this by developing a thrusting schedule to 
correct drifting orbital elements. Corrections to inclination, eccentricity, ascending node, 
and semimajor axis were made to successfully keep a satellite on a specific invariant 
manifold. However, these impulsive maneuvers were predetermined and not based upon 
measurement readings or real-time relative position data, and instead based upon 
eliminating errors between mean orbital elements of the target satellite and the follower 
satellite. Alfriend and Schaub
[6]
 continue to develop a series of initial conditions for 
satellite formation flight. A set of initial impulses is suggested to place a series of 
satellites on certain closed paths and then to use a low thrust, gimbaling electric 
propulsion system to perform orbital maintenance. This maintenance control scheme also 
focused on correction of mean orbital element errors between the spacecraft.  
 Armellin et al.
[7]
 describe reconfiguration of satellites in formations using 
continuous and real time control. The goal of their research was to develop a low-thrust 
control scheme to minimize propellant usage while successfully reconfiguring satellites 
within acceptable error bounds. The work focused on satellite formations of three or more 
satellites, each using its own low thrust system to reconfigure the formation.  
 This study focuses on exploring control algorithms and path definition for 
proximity operations and inspection missions. This work will enable future spacecraft, 
specifically the M-SAT spacecraft, to be developed in order to provide autonomous 
relative navigation and spacecraft inspection to a non-cooperative RSO.  
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2. MISSION BACKGROUND 
2.1. MISSION GOALS 
 The M-SAT team is currently participating in the Air Force Research 
Laboratory’s (AFRL) Nanosat 7 competition. The purpose of this competition is to 
provide eleven universities the funding and guidance to design and build an operational 
small satellite for future launch. Each university selects a mission that is relevant to DoD 
and AFRL. The Missouri S&T Satellite Project’s (M-SAT) mission is to demonstrate 
non-cooperative spacecraft inspection of a small spacecraft as an inexpensive method to 
validate technologies for future missions. The M-SAT mission focuses on flying a pair of 
spacecraft to demonstrate autonomous guidance and control algorithms, experimental 
navigation hardware and novel propellants. The M-SAT mission statement reads 
 
―The objective of the M-SAT mission is to provide in-flight 
validation of vision-based algorithms for autonomous 
inspection of a resident space object (RSO). This will be 
accomplished by flying an inspector satellite, MR SAT, in 
relative proximity to an uncooperative target, MRS SAT. 
The verification of relative motion will be accomplished 
using cooperative GPS measurements from MRS SAT.‖  
 
The MR SAT spacecraft will utilize a vision-based navigation system to perform an 
uncooperative inspection of MRS SAT. In order to validate mission operations and to 
provide redundancy, both spacecraft will be equipped with GPS receivers.  The vision-
based navigation system is assumed to be less accurate than transmitted GPS data. This 
inaccuracy is simulated by adding Gaussian white noise to the measurement data, 
filtering the noisy measurements, and using the estimated states to define the navigation 
maneuvers and guidance paths. 
 
 
2.2. MISSION LIMITATIONS 
The M-SAT mission is subjected to numerous constraints by the Nanosat 
competition. The M-SAT mission will most likely launch as a secondary payload. In 
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most scenarios, the primary payload owners decide whether to accept a secondary 
spacecraft. As such, the M-SAT mission is limited on spacecraft size, mass, and 
propellant type. The following sections detail the AFRL imposed and M-SAT imposed 
restrictions and limitations.  
2.2.1. AFRL Restrictions.  Limitations on the M-SAT mission are set by 
AFRL’s Nanosat-7 User’s Guide. The User’s Guide document provides recommended 
practices and also limits the physical characteristics of the M-SAT spacecraft.  Table 2.1 
shows the primary restrictions for the M-SAT mission.   
 
Table 2.1: AFRL Imposed Restrictions 
Mass (kg) 50 
Volume (cm x cm x cm) 50 x 50 x 60 
Propulsion Tank Maximum Pressure (kPa) 689.5 
Propulsion Tank Maximum Internal Energy (kJ) 19.31 
 
 
 The most notable restriction for this study is the propulsion maximum tank 
pressure. The tank pressure determines the propellant mass that can be stored on board at 
launch. Careful utilization of this propellant is critical to mission success.  
2.2.2. M-SAT Restrictions.  In addition to the AFRL imposed restrictions, the 
M-SAT team has defined a number of self-imposed restrictions for mission success. 
These restrictions flow from the M-SAT Requirements Verification Matrix and are set to 
improve the amount and quality of demonstration data that the spacecraft are able to 
transmit to the ground for post processing. Table 2.2 shows several of these requirements 
that pertain to the orbit determination and orbit control systems. The orbit determination 
requirements for the satellite pair call for orbit determination to be done on board and in 
such a way to provide accurate (within bounds) estimates of the states. The orbit control 






Table 2.2. M-SAT Imposed Restrictions 
The Orbit system shall determine the position of the spacecraft to ±2 meters in 
any direction with a goal ±1 meter. 
The Orbit system shall provide spacecraft position estimates to the flight control 
system at a frequency of 20 Hz. 
The Orbit system shall provide commands capable of maintaining the spacecraft 
position to within ±5 meters with a goal of ±3 meters. 




Exceeding the path deviation over the  requirement results in mission failure. The 
orbit determination limitations are used to assess the maximum allowable measurement 
noise that can be experienced by the vision-based navigation system to achieve mission 
success.  
The M-SAT team is also limited by the propellant type and usage. The M-SAT team 
requires that the propellant used be non-volatile, non-combustable, inexpensive, and 
efficient. A trade study at Missouri S&T was accomplished by Seubert
[29]
 that concluded 
that R-134a would be a suitable propellant compared to other cold-gas propulsion 
options. R-134a is a common automotive refrigerant that is inexpensive and easily 
obtainable. At twenty degrees Celsius, R-134a reaches a saturation pressure below the 
AFRL mandated pressure requirement. This allows R-134a to be stored as a saturated 
liquid and expelled as a gas.  At a tank volume of 2600 cubic centimeters and a pressure 
of 689.5 kPa, 2.3 kg of propellant can be stored. This translates to a net velocity change 
budget of 20.0 meters per second (assuming a MR SAT wet mass of 25 kg).  
  2.2.3. Satellite Configuration.  The M-SAT spacecraft are configured as a small 
satellite stack. MR SAT and MRS SAT are mated at launch. After launch vehicle ejection 
and an initial detumble phase, the spacecraft are separated with a release mechanism that 
imparts, theoretically, no relative separation velocity between the spacecraft. To conserve 
propellant, this release mechanism is augmented with a series of springs to provide a low 
net ejection velocity to the satellite pair. The springs impart a relative separation velocity 
to the spacecraft which places MR SAT on an invariant manifold that transfers MR SAT 
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to the desired true anomaly separated formation position. MR SAT and MRS SAT are 










MR SAT is a hexagonal prism made of isogrid aluminum 6061 panels. The 
spacecraft is electrically powered by 90 high efficiency solar cells. A series of twelve 
thrusters is utilized to provide six degree-of-freedom control to the spacecraft in order to 
perform attitude and orbit control simultaneously.  
MRS SAT is the smaller of the two spacecraft. It is a cubical structure that relays 
recorded GPS data to MR SAT via a wireless connection for data verification during post 
processing. It is noted that the autonomous control is based upon the visual navigation 
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system, and not the relayed GPS data. Table 2.3 shows the specific parameters for MR 
SAT and MRS SAT utilized in the simulations. 
 
 
Table 2.3: Spacecraft Physical Properties 
 MR SAT MRS SAT 
Mass (kg) 24.82 15.71 
Volume (cm x cm x cm) 33 x 33 x 45 10 x 10 x 10 
Cross Sectional Area (m
2
)  0.286 0.143 
Coefficient of Drag 1.0 1.0 
Ballistic Coefficient (kg/m
2




The thrusters have undergone a series of tests at Missouri S&T.  Pahl
[30]
 et al. 
have determined that each thruster can produce twenty-four millinewtons of thrust when 
open and operating in a vacuum with a back pressure of 165.5 kPa. The control saturation 
thrust level is defined as forty-eight millinewtons in every direction. This assumes that an 
attitude control system is able to rotate the MR SAT spacecraft to an orientation where 
two thrusters are pointing in the desired thrust direction.   
The data path for the control and state estimation software utilized on board MR 
SAT is critical for correct modeling of the system architecture and key to designing  
navigation paths and control systems. All data processing during the M-SAT mission is 
done autonomously on board MR SAT. Figure 2.2 shows the data path for the satellite 
pair. The MR SAT position and velocity are measured at a rate of one hertz from a GPS 
receiver on board MR SAT. The raw GPS measurements are then filtered using an 
Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) to formulate a state estimate for MR SAT. The MRS 
SAT states are measured from some vision based navigation system. The vision based 
navigation system is assumed to provide position and velocity of MRS SAT in the Earth 













Figure 2.2. M-SAT Mission Data Path 
 
 
 The raw measurements for MRS SAT is then filtered by a UKF to formulate a 
state estimate for MRS SAT. The target position for MR SAT is then populated from the 
MRS SAT state estimate. A state error vector is  defined as the difference between the 
Visual based Nav. 
System
Raw Measurement 
of MRS SAT States
Unscented Kalman 
Filter






of MR SAT States
Unscented Kalman 
Filter
MR SAT State 
Estimate








MR SAT state estimate and the target position. The control acceleration is defined as the 
multiplication of the control gain and the state error vector. Finally, the control 
acceleration is applied via the cold gas propulsion system on board MR SAT. This 
process is repeated at each time step during the simulation.  
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3. SIMULATION PARAMETERS 
3.1. SATELLITE INITIAL CONDITIONS 
 The Nanosat competition provides a launch to an initial LEO orbit in the 300-
1000 km altitude range with near zero eccentricity. To enhance the atmospheric drag 
perturbations on both spacecraft during simulations, the altitude is selected to be 300 km. 
The initial orbital eccentricity is defined to be a near zero value. Other orbit parameters 
are dependent upon the specific launch opportunity and are therefore defined as zero for 
this study. The spacecraft’s position is initialized in a low Earth orbit with the classical 
orbital elements 
 




This provides an initial scenario where the spacecraft are separated at the ascending node 
and at periapsis.  
 
 
3.2. MISSION TIMELINE 
 MR SAT and MRS SAT are initially mated at launch. The satellite stack is then 
ejected after launch vehicle burnout. MR SAT employs a series of magnetic torque coils 
to mitigate and eventually eliminate tip off error caused by the satellite-launch vehicle 
separation mechanism. The satellite pair will then proceed with a series of systems 
checks and operational verification routines. Upon approval from the ground the satellite 
pair will separate and MR SAT will drift to a pre-defined true anomaly separated 
formation. Figure 3.1 shows the separation at perigee, an along-track drift to the 
separation point, and formation stabilization at a fixed distance, R. The choice to separate 
the spacecraft at perigee is arbitrary and does not affect the local system dynamics for a 
near circular orbit. The distances in Figure 3.1 are not to scale and meant for illustrative 





Figure 3.1. Spacecraft Separation, Drift, and Formation Stabilization 
 
 
 After performing station keeping for half an orbit, MR SAT will initiate a 
circumnavigation maneuver. MR SAT will continue along this path until a fuel limitation 
is reached and then will return to the initial true anomaly separated formation until the 
fuel supply is depleted. MR SAT will then perform extended mission operations 
involving a Bluetooth range test and eventual reentry. This study investigates the 
spacecraft separation, true anomaly separated formation, and a single circumnavigation. 
 
 
3.3. SATELLITE SEPARATION 
The satellite separation phase consists of MR SAT ejecting MRS SAT and 
drifting to the true anomaly separated formation. The ejection direction can be calculated 
as a function of ejection velocity and true anomaly separation angle, and is slightly out of 
the in-track-radial plane in the LVLH frame in order to place MR SAT on an invariant 
manifold to the desired location. After detachment the thrusters will not fire and MR SAT 
will drift back to the desired distance.  MR SAT will then activate the propulsion system. 
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Previous work by the author utilized a Monte-Carlo approach to determine a fuel efficient 
location to initiate the active control for a given ejection velocity. The ejection velocity, 
arbitrarily chosen for this study, is 0.05 meters per second and the corresponding control-
on location is two meters from the target true anomaly separation location for a true 
anomaly separation arc length of twenty five meters. Future work could focus on 
optimizing these parameters to increase fuel efficiency of the mission. 
The separation direction is purely in the radial and along track frame. Future work 
could incorporate the cross track motion, however for simplicity can be ignored because 
the cross track motion decouples in the local linearized dynamic model. 
 
 
3.4. TRUE ANOMALY SEPARATED FORMATION 
MR SAT assumes an initial formation to stabilize the relative motion between the 
spacecraft and then executes a series of initial operational tests before performing the 
circumnavigation. 
The true anomaly separation is chosen due to the relative motion mitigation that 
occurs for small formation sizes. Earth oblateness and third-body effects on the relative 
motion are assumed to be negligible due to the small formation size relative to the radial 
distance and the third-body distances. Solar radiation pressure is also assumed to be 
negligible and not included in the dynamic model. Atmospheric drag in a true anomaly 
separated formation is a perturbation (also referred to as ―differential drag‖) that may 
alter the satellites’ relative motion in a significant way. The amount of relative motion 
change is dependent on several factors, most significantly eccentricity, semimajor axis, 
and ballistic coefficient. The semimajor axis and eccentricity are similar during a true 
anomaly separated formation, thus the ballistic coefficient differential is a factor which 
contributes to the instability of the true anomaly separated formation.  
The MR SAT target location is determined by taking the available Cartesian 
position and velocity of MRS SAT as given by the on-board GPS receiver, filtering the 
data, obtaining the classical orbital elements, subtracting an arc length from the true 
anomaly, and transforming the resulting orbital elements to Cartesian form for use in the 









where R = formation separation distance.  







       
       
       
       
       













        
        
        
        
        
































       
       
       
        
        






















where       
  
  





   
         
   
 
   




MR SAT is commanded to hold this position for half an orbital period. This initial 
holding position is chosen as an operational checkout point to ensure that all systems are 





3.5. INSPECTION PATH DESIGN 
Upon completion of the station keeping and formation stabilization maneuver, 
MR SAT autonomously begins circumnavigation of MRS SAT. A periodic solution to 
the Hill
 [3]
 equations exists that provides a control free path about the origin in the LVLH 
frame. This section shows the derivation of that natural solution and the assumptions 
made to apply the solution to the M-SAT mission, starting with the Hill equations 
  
 
           
       






A natural periodic solution is desired to these linearized set of equations. In the 
subsequent derivations,    lies in the radial direction away from the Earth,   lies in the 
direction of the local horizon, and   lies normal to the orbit plane in the direction of 
angular momentum.  
 Note that the motion in the   direction decouples, which is convenient for solving 




                       
        
 
 
                    




  To ensure bounded stable motion about MRS SAT (which is placed at the origin), 
it is convenient to eliminate the secular terms that may cause the relative motion to grow 
unbounded as time approaches infinity by setting a1 = a2 = 0.  
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It is then possible to find the remaining constants by differentiating Equation 6 
twice and using the original Hill equations, resulting in 
 
 
                                                     
                                              
                                   
(7) 
 




                                  (8) 
 
Because it is desirable to be able to pick a circumnavigation distance and produce a 
periodic solution from that single piece of information, it is desirable to write the 
equations of motion in phase/amplitude form as  
 
 
                 
                





It is desired that the solution begin in the along-track direction at a distance equivalent to 
the true anomaly separated formation size. Utilizing this initial condition, it is possible to 













Another useful relationship that is exploitable is the desire to have a fixed 
circumnavigation distance, which is useful for determining the amplitude   using 
 
 













            





The phase/amplitude form of the circumnavigation path then becomes  
 
 
      
 
 
         
               
     
   
 




Notice that the cross-track motion phase angle is cancelled when substituting Equation 12 
into Equation 9. This is due to the selection of the initial conditions for finding the 
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amplitude  . Since the along-track starting position is selected, it is possible to alter the 
phase angle to select a positive or negative along-track starting location. A negative 
along-track starting location can be selected using 
 
  








The target path definition equations for a fixed distance circumnavigation about a target 




      
 
 








     
   
 
      
  
 




In order to make this method practical, it is desired to define the angle  , the 
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where    is the time since the maneuver initiation time,   is the semimajor axis of the 
RSO, and    is the gravitational parameter of Earth. Notice that the denominator of 
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Equation 16 is equivalent to the MRS SAT orbital period. This is because the closed form 
solution to the Hill equations is periodic over one orbital period.  
The inspection ring is divided into a set of discrete points based upon the total 
length and time step of the simulation. Each time step is then associated with a ring arc 
segment and the inspector satellite is commanded to follow each arc sequentially.  
 
 
3.6. DYNAMIC MODEL 
The system state variables are propagated using a model incorporating Earth 
oblateness, third-body lunar and solar effects, and atmospheric drag. The system dynamic 
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   (21) 
    
The dynamic system is propagated using a fixed step size Runge-Kutta 4
th
 order 
integration. This scheme is chosen due to its accuracy and implicit nature. Because the 
propagation time is small and the initial conditions are reset at each time step, a higher 
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order integrator was deemed unnecessary for this thesis. A more detailed and high fidelity 
model may be used in the future when an initial orbit range is better defined as a way to 
provide a more accurate representation of the system. The time steps for the simulation 




3.7. CONTROLLER DESIGN 
A linear quadratic regulator is selected as the controller to provide the satellite 
command acceleration. Previous work by the author has suggested that for small (less 
than fifty meter arc length) true anomaly separated formations using small spacecraft, a 
linear controller based upon a factorized nonlinear dynamic model provides similar 
control commands and efficiencies when compared to a nonlinear controller. However, 
because circumnavigation involves possible additional nonlinear factors, it was decided 
that that a controller comparison be made between a linear and a nonlinear controller.  
It should be noted that in order to limit chattering and excessive fuel usage about 
the target solution, all control command accelerations when the spacecraft is within one 
meter (root mean square) of the target location are set to zero. This distance is arbitrarily 
chosen and not optimized in any way. Future work intends to optimize this distance as a 
means of improving performance. 
3.7.1. LQR Controller. The infinite-horizon, continuous-time linear quadratic 
regulator (LQR) controller is a state feedback control law that minimizes the value of the 
associated quadratic cost function. For this specific simulation, GPS receivers, or some 
other orbit determination hardware, provide approximations for each state and the LQR 
controller utilizes this information to calculate a control gain. This specific controller 
utilizes dynamics given by the model in Equation 17 as the plant matrix. Future plans are 
to incorporate a simpler HCW-based model for the controller, however, this study uses 
the same model to propagate the system dynamics and produce the control output. A 
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where the weight associated with state errors   is and the control weight   are given by  
 
                 
         
  










      
  
  
   
 
(23) 
The controller weights are based off of previous work on the CanX 4&5 FIONA 
controller
[10]
. Future work intends to use an LQR tuning algorithm to achieve better 
system performance for this specific application. The resulting algebraic Riccati equation 
and control gain calculation are  
 
                     (24) 
          (25) 
  
Using the controller gain, the control law that minimizes the cost function can be 
calculated as 
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The LQR controller attempts to drive the error between the position and the velocity to 
zero. However it does so in a way that minimizes the overall cost function. The controller 
gain for the LQR control scheme,  , is only calculated at the first time step during the 
simulation. In the true anomaly separated formation, the error vector consists of both the 
position and velocity error. In order to keep the analysis conservative, only the position 
error was used in the circumnavigation portion of the simulation. Future work intends to 
differentiate Equation 15 to achieve a target position for use in the state error vector.  
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3.7.2. SDRE Controller. The SDRE controller is derived in the same way, 
however, it evaluates the gain,  , at each time step. This utilizes the solution to the state 
dependant Riccati equation.  Future efforts will compare this controller algorithm to other 
controller formulations, specifically sliding mode and neural network control. 
 
 
3.8. STATE ESTIMATION 
The Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) was first derived by Julier and Uhlmann
[33]
 
in 1997 as a method to eliminate the inefficiencies that the Extend Kalman Filter (EKF) 
possessed. A UKF is used to estimate the noisy states for MR SAT and MRS SAT. It is 
chosen because, contrary to an Extended Kalman Filter, propagation of the covariance 
matrix is not achieved through linearization of the nonlinear dynamic model. The UKF is 
based off the deterministic sampling of a set of sigma points that are propagated using the 
nonlinear dynamics. A weighted average of the propagated sigma points is taken to 
recover the state estimate and the covariance. The UKF is formulated by choosing a set of 
sigma points as 
 
   
        





















where   is the size of the state vector,   designates the     column of the resulting square 
root matrix,     
 is the a posteriori covariance matrix from the previous time step,     
  
is the a posteriori state estimate from the previous time step, and   is the three 
dimensional acceleration vector calculated by the control algorithm. Due to the 
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inaccuracies inherent in taking the numerical square root of a matrix, Cholesky 
decomposition is used to provide a matrix   such that           
 . The sigma points, 
  







   
 
  




The process of calculating an a priori covariance and measurement estimate from the a 
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The Kalman gain can be calculated using 
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The a posteriori state estimate and the a posteriori covariance are formulated as 
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The above steps are completed at each time step using Runge-Kutta 4
th 
order 
integration to propagate the sigma points to the next time step. The initial covariance for 
the states of both spacecraft was chosen as 
 
 
This value was arbitrarily chosen because MR SAT will begin estimating the states 
well before the satellite separation and the initial covariance choice should therefore not 
influence the steady state errors. In order to present a conservative analysis, it is assumed 
that the state estimation begins at satellite separation; however, as is seen in the results, 
the effects of the initial covariance errors are mitigated as the time duration of the 
simulation increases.  





4. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
4.1. INITIAL RESULTS 
The circumnavigation ring orientation is defined such that the motion of the 
inspector spacecraft is along the invariant manifold predicted by the Hill equations. The 
target path for MR SAT is shown below for the circumnavigation stage of the mission. 
The total time span for these simulations is equivalent to 1.5 orbital periods of MRS 










 MR SAT is initialized in a mated configuration at the origin. MR SAT is then 







































position. The true anomaly separation arc length, R, is arbitrarily chosen as twenty-five 
meters. After an arbitrarily chosen time duration (half an orbital period), MR SAT is 
commanded to follow the circumnavigation ring, starting in the positive cross track 
direction and eventually returning to the original holding position.  
A controller comparison is important in order to obtain an understanding of the 
dynamic system and the control accuracy required to perform the M-SAT mission. These 
simulations are run with zero measurement and zero state process noise.  
 
 
4.2. CONTROLLER COMPARISON 
A comparison between linear and nonlinear control schemes is outlined in the 
section below. Comparing a linear quadratic regulator to an SDRE controller is aimed at 
developing effective on-orbit autonomous control laws and flight computer CPU 
requirements.  
 The error from the target path is important in assessing controller performance 
and the ability of a controller to track the desired inspection path. Figure 4.2 shows the 
path taken by the LQR and SDRE control algorithms under the same initial conditions 
given in Equation 1 (the simulation begins at spacecraft separation). 
 
 










































Both the LQR and SDRE controller track the desired inspection path similarly at 
this formation size. Figure 4.3 shows the root mean square deviation from the desired 
path of MR SAT. 
  
 





The oscillations about the target position are caused by the deadband imposed on 
the control algorithm. It can be seen that both controllers track the solution in a similar 
way.  The maximum deviation from the target path, after it is first reached, is less than 
four meters which satisfies the requirement given by the M-SAT mission requirements.  









































The LQR and SDRE controller track the solution similarly along each of the three axes. 
The tracking solution oscillates about an error value of zero. This emphasizes the 
similarity between the linear and nonlinear control efficiencies for this specific system 
and set of initial conditions.  
 The velocity change experienced during the simulated mission is shown in Figure 
4.5. The velocity change is significantly less than the twenty meters per second budget 
available for the M-SAT mission. This initial result implies that the MR SAT can 
perform multiple circumnavigations to better accomplish the mission objectives. The 
initial results also show that the M-SAT mission can be accomplished using this 





Figure 4.4. Tracking Error Along the Three Principal Axes 
 
















































































































































Control saturation is one key factor in determining the efficacy of a control algorithm. 
The control saturation limit was set at 48 millinewtons, twice the theoretical thrust 
maximum of each thruster on MR SAT. To observe if control saturation is occurring, the 









The LQR and SDRE controllers saturate the thrust system four times during the 
simulation. The main thrust pattern is in the form of short bursts during the true anomaly 
separated formation to station keep at a fixed distance. This is caused by the deadband 
imposed on the spacecraft control algorithm. The fourth, and last, saturation occurs when 
the circumnavigation maneuver is initiated. Once the invariant manifold path is achieved, 
however, the control input is minimized until perturbations drive the spacecraft away 









































from the target path by more than one meter. This deviation causes the spacecraft to 
utilize the propulsion system to reestablish the target path.  
 
4.3. MEASUREMENT NOISE EFFECTS 
Visual-based navigation provides a less precise measurement of a target 
spacecraft than relayed GPS data. The goal of the set of simulations described in this 
section is to assess how imprecise state estimates can compromise mission requirements. 
The analysis procedure is to increase the measurement noise addition to the MRS SAT 
state, filter the MRS SAT data using an Unscented Kalman Filter, and use the estimated 
states to perform the nominal circumnavigation. The MR SAT measurement data are also 
corrupted with white Gaussian noise to simulate measurement noise from GPS 
measurements. The GPS units have been sourced as NovaTel OEMV-1 GPS units. 
Therefore, the MR SAT measurement noise is assumed as the manufacturer specified 
measurement noise data and is held constant through all simulations. State process noise 
is also included as Gaussian white process noise. Table 4.1 shows the white noise which 
is added to the measurement data prior to filtering.  
 
 
Table 4.1. Measurement Noise Addition  
 MR SAT MRS SAT 
Measurement Noise 
           
(meters and meters/second) 
   
                      
 
                      
                        




           
(meters and meters/second) 






The effect of the measurement noise is evaluated against the mission 
requirements. The measurement noise factor on the simulated measurement of the MRS 
SAT states is increased and the resulting target path deviations and velocity change is 
plotted to determine the maximum Gaussian white noise standard deviation that is 
acceptable for the M-SAT mission. These data will eventually be utilized in the process 
to select and procure flight hardware.  
The LQR and SDRE controllers are also compared during the noisy scenarios to 
assess the effects of noise on controller performance.  
4.3.1. Probable Measurement Noise Scenario. A preliminary investigation into 
candidate visual-based navigation systems has led to a suggested measurement noise 
level for such systems. This scenario is run as a case study and with a value of    . 
The root mean square difference between the UKF estimated position and the true 
position for MR SAT using the LQR control scheme, MR SAT using the SDRE control 
scheme, and MRS SAT are plotted versus time in Figure 4.7.  Note that this should not be 





Figure 4.7. Root Mean Square Position Estimate Error 
 


































The position error in each axis should oscillate about zero or asymptotically approach 
zero to ensure a steady state estimate error. Figure 4.8 shows the error between the state 









The UKF filters the noise to an acceptable confidence level. This acceptability level is 
given by the M-SAT mission requirements in Table 2.2.  It should be noted that the 3σ 
error bounds are not plotted because the errors do not approach this boundary in a 
significant way. The state estimate oscillates about the zero value for estimate error along 
each axis.  


































































































The determining factor in the amount of noise that can be accepted by the system 
is RMS position error and the velocity change profile. The RMS position error and the 
velocity change profile for the noisy states are plotted with the noiseless simulation of the 
same parameters. Figure 4.9 illustrates the effect that noise has on the root mean square 










It can be observed that there is a significant increase in both controller’s target path 
deviation. The deviations specifically occur during the last portion of the 
circumnavigation. Drift caused by nonlinear effects (which are not accounted for in the 



































control free path derivation) have to be corrected. These errors affect both controllers 
similarly, however the effect does not cause a violation of the mission success criteria. 
Figure 4.10 illustrates the difference between the nominal tracking error and the tracking 










A noisy environment affects the ability of the LQR and SDRE controllers to track the 
target position. The velocity change profile is also important to observe when evaluating 
the effects that measurement noise may have on the system. Figure 4.11 shows the 




















































































































After transitioning to the circumnavigation maneuver, the velocity change profile 
changes more significantly. Figure 4.12 shows the difference between the velocity 










The cumulative velocity change increases by twenty percent when noise is added 
to the simulation. The noise addition causes an increase in velocity change for both 
controllers; however, the SDRE and LQR controllers are both affected similarly.  
Using the results from the   = 5 case, it is known that the measurement noise 
causes inefficiencies for the M-SAT mission, most specifically in the velocity change 
required to perform the mission.  


































































4.3.2. High Noise Case Study. It is pertinent to determine at what value the 
measurement noise causes the M-SAT mission requirements to be violated. The value of 
  is increased to a worst case scenario of     . This corresponds to a white noise 
equivalent of the circumnavigation distance. Figure 4.13 shows the LQR and SDRE 









The tracking error is not altered significantly by the addition of noise between     and 
    . Figure 4.14 shows the velocity change for the nominal and worst-case scenarios 
for the LQR and SDRE controllers. There is a well-defined increase in the velocity 
change for the LQR and SDRE controllers. The most significant increase comes from the 
circumnavigation maneuver portion of the mission. The difference in velocity change 
between the nominal and worst-case scenarios is illustrated in Figure 4.15. 





















































































































A significant velocity change occurs between the nominal and worst-case noise 
scenario. In order to observe how this velocity change is manifested, it is pertinent to 
observe the control saturation and control commands for the LQR and SDRE control 
algorithms in the worst-case noise scenario, as illustrated by Figure 4.16. The control 
saturation points increase when compared to the nominal thrust profile for the M-SAT 
mission. The control saturation peaks are more frequent, and the control is saturated at six 
points. The main increase in velocity change comes from the circumnavigation phase. As 
can be seen, a continuous, oscillatory low thrust is commanded during the 
circumnavigation. This is caused by the MR SAT state estimate falling outside the dead-
band region resulting in the spacecraft attempting to correct this erroneous position, and, 
subsequently, requiring additional maneuvering, leading to inefficiencies. Increasing the 
measurement noise increases the velocity change, however does not affect the tracking 
error significantly. Increasing the measurement noise also affects the LQR and SDRE 
controllers similarly and thus does not indicate a preference of one versus the other.  
























































































































5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
This thesis describes the mission requirements and outlines a mission plan for 
spacecraft separation, formation stabilization, and RSO circumnavigation over a 1.5 
orbital period time frame. Autonomous path design and comparisons of multiple 
feedback control systems are developed as a preliminary investigation into the M-SAT 
mission. The effects of data corruption with measurement and process noise on the 
mission success criteria are also investigated to determine the performance requirements 
of the onboard state sensors. The results presented provide a basis for simulating the M-
SAT mission from separation to extended life tests. Velocity change and fuel 
consumption rates are provided for future mission design and requirement verification. It 
is determined that for this specific application and particular hardware assembly, a linear 
control algorithm provides similar performance when compared to a nonlinear controller 
with the assumptions made. The maximum measurement noise that is allowable for the 
M-SAT mission to meet the mission requirements is dependent on the amount of velocity 
change that is willing to be sacrificed. A balance must be accomplished which weighs 
velocity change against vision-based navigation measurement noise levels. This study is 
intended to determine the separation distance, inspection path design, perform an initial 
controller comparison and determine the maximum measurement noise allowable for a 
vision-based navigation system.  
Future work intends to pursue other guidance and control schemes to perform the 
M-SAT mission. A more robust path definition scheme and mission plan is desired in 
order to improve the confidence in the autonomous algorithms to compensate for 
unknown perturbations or defects which may be unknown at launch. Investigation into an 
adaptive control scheme where autonomous corrections can be made to account for 
pointing errors, thruster misalignment, and thrust inefficiencies is desired. Analysis into 
the effects that pointing and thruster errors may have upon the mission success and 
requirements is also desired to achieve a better measure of the effects of error 
accumulation on velocity change.  
A higher fidelity model is also desired to incorporate more perturbations. Analysis 
over a wide range of possible orbits is also needed to determine the effects that various 
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initial conditions (orbit inclination, eccentricity, longer orbit periods etc.) have on the 
velocity change and target path deviation.  Finally, incorporation of attitude control 
algorithms would be an important step in defining the total velocity change required for 
the M-SAT mission (noting that the cold gas system performs both orbit and attitude 
control). 
A Monte-Carlo approach as a method to analyze the affects of measurement noise 
on the control algorithms is desired. This method would run each noise scenario multiple 
times and average the resulting position and velocity to provide a mean approximation to 
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